
Poas Volcano – Britt Coffee Roasting – 23Nov

Day 12 – Poas Volcano – Cloud Forest – 23 November

I was up at 05:50 and down to breakfast by 06:30 for some fruit and an omelette. The group was in 

the lobby on time and we rolled by 07:30 hrs.

I was dressed in layers as I figured we were going to have quite the thermal mix, and the probability 

of getting wet at the 8,500 foot level was high.

We had mixed sun and cloud as we started. On the coach we learned that Costa Rica disbanded its 

armed forces in 1949 and is the only Latin American country to have been a democracy since 1950. 

The country now has a population of almost five million, and has its first woman President.

We passed a two year old stadium with a capacity of 40,000 seats that was donated by the Chinese. I

have see this in Africa and it usually connected to resource extraction.

San Jose has huge traffic problems. Efforts are being made to restrict access. Gas prices are high, 

currently about six dollars a gallon. They have very strict drunk driving laws. Your car is simply 

taken away if you are found guilty.

We saw some splendid examples of the African Tulip Tree, otherwise known as the Flame of the 

Forest.

We drove through one of Costa Rica’s coffee growing regions on our way to Poas Volcano. The beans

are harvested in December. There are two seasons: The Rainy Season and the More Rainy Season.

During our trip we will cover 936 miles and visit six of the seven provinces. I think I heard that 

Costa Rica produces 93% green energy and that power is exported to Panama and Nicaragua.

As we passed through Alajuela we saw the statue of Juan Santamaría. He was a Costa Rican soldier, 

officially recognized as the national hero of his country. A national holiday in Costa Rica, Juan 

Santamaría Day, is held every April 11 to commemorate his death.

There was a great quote. “Next time you feel perfect, try walking on water.”

We started climbing on a twisty country road. To keep us amused we were told that Arabica coffee, 
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bananas and pineapples are the main exports. At one point we were held up by a cart being drawn by

two oxen. We tried to get photos, but the reflections marred the results.

We saw widespread coffee plantations and noted banana trees interspersed. The banana tree root 

system holds a lot of water that the coffee plants borrow at critical times.

Then we saw lots of plantings that we covered with acres of sun shades. These were ornamentals – 

the shades keep the sun at bay and also reduce the amount of rain falling on the plants.

Just to cheer us up, we were told that this area had suffered a 6.2 magnitude earthquake in 

February, 2009 that had killed twenty people.

When we got over the six thousand foot level we were into dairy country. By 08:50 we were into the 

Cloud Forest and the sun had disappeared. I noted lots of epiphytes, huge ferns and gorse.

I registered the park gate at 7,932 feet and noted it was quite windy.

The bus parked at 09:05 and we had until 11:00 to enjoy the Poas Volcano.

There was a one third of a mile walk to the rim of the volcano. The info sheet said there was only a 

thirty percent chance of being able to see into the crater.

When I got the crater, it was shrouded in dense cloud. I was not that fussed as I had seen it before in

near perfect conditions. The crater diameter is 1,320 metres and it is 300 metres deep. As a measure

of the thermal activity, the water in the crater is 40′C

The volcano has erupted 20 times since 1834. In 1974, Poas spewed forth a column of volcanic ash 

that rose 30,000 feet. In 1989, the park was closed most of the year due to volcanic activity.

Recycling is a major theme in Costa Rica and I jotted down their slogan. “Recicla hoy por un mejor 

manana.”  Recycle today for a better tomorrow.

My GPS recorded the crater rim as 8,348 while the sign said 2,574 metres, or 8,366 feet.

I took the mandatory “I was there shots” and tried to make best of it by getting photos of wild 

flowers glistening with dew. I felt a little light-headed and there were signs saying that asthmatics 

and hypertensive people should not stay long inhaling the sulphur fumes.
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We descended at 11:00 and soon passed through a village where the Tour Manager bought fresh 

strawberries at a roadside stand. When she passed them around, I politely declined. My bout with 

Morocco Malaise told me that eating unwashed strawberries that had been handled by whoever, was

not a good idea.

Passing through the villages I concluded that Imperial beer had the same standing as Guatemalan 

Gallo beer. It is important to know your beer, or the locals will show no respect.

We pulled into the Mirador El Valle. As the name would imply, there should have been a 

tremendous vista of the Central Valley. On a bright sunny day, I am sure that it so.

Before eating we had a show of indigenous dancing by a slender youth and two comely maidens. 

Unfortunately, it was just a ‘Hollywood Indian’ act. However, I think I got some nice photos – the 

girls had lovely eyes.

After lunch we drove down into Alajuela. We went through a continuous stretch of low rise urban 

commercial establishments, replete with razor wire, high walls and iron grills. Once again the 

Spanish fortress legacy prevailed.

By 13:15 we were visiting Cafe Britt, a coffee roasting establishment nestled in Barva de Heredia, on 

the slopes of the extinct Barva Volcano.

A large display traced the time sequence for coffee from its discovery in Ethiopia in about the eighth 

century, to its transfer to Saudi Arabia in the 1500s, to its arrival in Italy in 1615, its adoption by 

France in 1660, its trans-Atlantic move to Martinique in 1723 and its 1750 arrival in Costa Rica.

It takes 25 pounds of berries to produce 3.5 pounds of coffee. Picked berries have to be processed 

quickly or the sugars quickly ferment and produce vinegar. Coffee has three enemies: Light, Air and 

Water.

If coffee tastes bad when it cools down, then it is bad coffee. Nobody told the Canadian Forces.

When Costa Rica became independent in 1821, the government offered free land and free coffee 

plants to anybody willing to cultivate the crop. Coffee became the main engine of growth prompting 

the building of a railroad. Today 80% of the crop is exported.

In a small theatre, a man and woman playfully took us through their skit routine. It was well done 
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and made for a light-hearted look at how coffee was grown, picked, processed and roasted.

After the mandatory gift shop, where I determined that ball caps were about twice the normal price, 

we drove back to the hotel.

We had a hideously early buffet dinner from 17:30 to 18:30, ostensibly because we had to pack a 

carry-on for the next two days in Tortuguera National Park. Where have I done this before? Oh yes, 

when going out into the field in tanks for several weeks.

We were going native, no TV, no telephone and no WiFi. Our main suitcase would be locked in the 

belly of the coach at 06:00 on 24 Nov and we would not see it again until the town of Fortuna on the 

evening of 26 Nov.

Perhaps the most important thing today was the interim deal signed with Iran.
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